
If you want to know the size of the sun, just look at it, it’s exactly

as big as it seems: 28 times as big as the earth. And as for the

moon, from which a man fell, it’s 19 times larger. The sun is as

wide as a man’s foot. It’s not by chance that the planets run

smoothly in their orbits, nor that the sun is new every day, but

the passing of a comet with all its disturbances, its series of

sidereal collisions, that, yes. Chance is the name of a crude

game of dice, and as in all games that practice can’t perfect,

play like mad

nothing is the cause or perhaps things so complex or so minute, 

suéï’ouss’luliluï ol’séïléî’lulïél’sui’assui’elle’oei’'assélié’yeu ach’as- 
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s’éch’omb’lussér’lâou’âl’or’ brâl’réill’suéï-sis’yale y yant, the

most beautiful order, the order of the world is like a pile of

refuse scattered pel-mel, the beautiful cosmic ensemble, the

most beautiful pile scattered by chance. Barely meeting, incognito,

a cat on the lam runs face to face up against her mistress, a

collision, that of a series of minute causes of incalculable

astronomical effect. As wide as a man’s foot, but what’s his

shoe size? Without the sun, and despite the other stars fixed

like nails in the vault, night will fall, complete night, and there

will be no seasons. If the sky was clear and the space between

were empty, the least ant would become visible in the sky
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it’s big, bigger than the moon which is shaped like a bowl

pierced with holes, it’s flat as a leaf and exactly the size

it seems. The sun is porous, the moon is punctured, and

the stars are pumice. By a fork’s chance, you can clearly

see that listening to a faucet run, cutting shapes out of

paper, going back to listening to the faucet had driven

me, via boredom and another chance event, that of

minute causes, from the fine arts to philosophy. Always

keep your bags packed. Later returning, free-hand, an

unhanging or an eclipse — it’s produced by a closing

mouth
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